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Abstract
Nowadays, besides safety issues, environmental protection is the main issue to be considered during the aircraft operations. 
Recorded total CO2 aviation emissions are approximately 2% of the Global Greenhouse Emissions with the approximated 
expected growth around 3-4% per year. Therefore, variety of standards and recommending practices have been developed to 
address aircraft noise and engine emissions embracing technological improvements, operating procedures, proper organization of 
air traffic, appropriate airport and land-use planning, and the use of market-based options. This paper is based on environmental 
pressures from long distance air transport with the focus on passenger transport. The paper deals with variety of parameters 
important for aircraft operations on ground. Those parameters could be grouped within safety, technical, infrastructural, weather, 
meteorological conditions, etc. It is not possible consider only one group of parameters since aircraft operations on ground 
present complex environment for the aircraft structure loads, weight limitation or cost efficiency flight performance. Nowadays, 
research of aircraft ground operations is much oriented to environmental protection and noise limitation issues which influent 
new technologies of aircraft building or equipment production or airport capacity and air side characteristics. The paper analyzes
specific operation parameters related to aircraft capabilities and performance in order to understand the quality and cost 
efficiency while selecting certain aircraft from fleet to operate on origin/destination airport. Obtained results and final 
conclusions address future measures for minimizing the environmental pressures based on environmental trends in aviation to 
2050 provided by ICAO and EASA.
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1. Introduction
Emissions of pollutants from transport particularly in long distance routes generally decline over the past decade. 
However, more than 80% of cities are still exposed to air pollutants generated from transport sector. This paper gives 
special attention on long distance passenger transport and specific emissions related to air transport. Future 
measures, and environmental policies are highly oriented on modal share and the orientation on more friendly 
transport modes. Even then, human needs and habits are still being focused to use air transport and its services for 
many long distance routes where for example high speed trains are not present.
Over the last couple of decades all industry segments have been interested in a negative impact it has on the 
environment, especially transport industry as the biggest polluter. Road transport has been considered as the largest 
polluter because of a huge number of vehicles. Nevertheless, air transport takes a special place because of its high 
DOWLWXGHPRYHPHQWUHJLPHVE\1HãLüet al. (2015). Since the transport sector is a significant drive force of economic 
development of each country and that the precondition for that is infrastructure provision, it is important to 
understand the wider picture which includes the importance of modal split and environmental preconditions of 
certain transport mode by Galanis and Eliou (2014), Torok (2014) and Andrejszki et al. (2014a).
The presented research is based on Serbian case study, comparing emission effects as well as revenue traffic 
provided by national flag carrier for the observed period and fleet. Air Serbia's fleet was used for the emission 
calculation and medium-term mitigation for CO2 emissions from the aviation sector improvements. Final 
conclusions and future recommendations are given on the basis of key trends and expected transport volume growth 
and associated environmental pressures generally follow economic development of the observed region.
Nomenclature
CAEP Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection 
GHG Greenhouse Gas
GWP Global-warming Potential
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization
LTO Landing/Take-off
1.1. Pollution emission caused by long distance passenger transport
Long distance traffic includes all transport cases with longitude greater than 300 km. By observing only 
passenger traffic, it has been found that only 20% of total volume belongs to long distance transport, unlike freight 
transport where 75% belongs to long distances. The most frequent air pollutants in transport are PM2.5, SOx, NOx,
COx, and NMVOC. For the period from 2005 to 2012, NOx emissions for long distance passenger transport have 
decreased by 18% and PM by 15% even though passenger transport increased by 5%. Air transport is the only 
transport mode with 7% increase of NH3 and 9% increase of SOx. For the new vehicle fleet targets are set to reduce 
CO2 emission. The aim for 2015 is reducing CO2 passenger car emission to 130g CO2/km and 95g CO2/km by 2021 
E\(&0$&6DQG.DSODQRYLüet al. (2012). Fig. 1 shows specific CO2 emission from passenger transport by 
mode, provided by EC4MACS by (2013). In the context of Western Balkan countries there is a lack of systematic 
data collection by region and by transport mode. Moreover, existing studies show that networking between modes 
like air, water, rail and road traffic is of high importance, but do not explain, how this could be integrated into 
considerations to minimize the environmental pressure. This issue is of high importance close to the intermodality 
development within the region.
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Fig. 1. Specific carbon dioxide emissions from passenger transport modes.
2. Methodology for modeling estimation of GHG emission costs in aviation
EU transport GHG emissions are currently 20.5% above 1990 levels according to relevant data published by 
European Environment Agency. Transport is the only sector of the economy to have seen such a large increase in 
emissions in this period. Emissions from international aviation have more than doubled since 1990, and road 
transport emissions increased by 20%. 
CO2 emissions from the aviation have the most important influence on global climate caused by its longest 
atmospheric lifetime. From a macro perspective, the global aviation sector currently accounts for about 2% of the 
world CO2 emissions. For this reason, the most challenging task being undertaken by CAEP is the development of 
the CO2 emissions certification standard for aircraft. The estimation of current and future progress toward the 
achievement of global environmental goals considering the CO2 trends was undertaken by CAEP. As depicted by 
ICAO (2013) in Fig. 1, it includes various categories of mitigation measures: aircraft-related technology 
development, improved air traffic management and infrastructure use, and alternative fuels, assuming that 1 kg of jet 
fuel burned generates 3.16 kg of CO2.
Fig. 2. CO2 emissions trends from international aviation (2005-2050).
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3. Cost estimation of GHG emissions in air transport
Many authors consider estimations of GHG emissions by developing methodologies to monetize the variations of 
GHG emissions in air transport such are Arul (2014) and Maibach et al. (2008) or investigation on the distribution 
of air transport traffic and CO2 emissions within certain region as Loo et al. (2014), Alonso et al. (2014) and
Andrejszki et al. (2014b).
The paper is based on Serbian case study due to the perfect geographical position, with road and railway corridor 
10 and the Danube River, corridor 7, crossing, and rapid increase of flag carrier aircraft operations. Considering that 
WUDQVSRUWDWLRQ LVDVLJQLILFDQWGULYHIRUFHRIHFRQRPLFGHYHORSPHQWRIHDFKFRXQWU\E\0DþLXOLV et al. (2009) and 
that the precondition for that is infrastructure provision, with passenger traffic being dominant in the country, it is 
necessary to point to the importance of the air and water traffic and their networking with the road and railway 
WUDIILFVWDWHGE\7RPLü-3HWURYLü
The aviation-related activities are sources of a variety of air pollutants that can have potentially negative impact 
on human health and the environment. Depending on the required level of accuracy and confidence of the results 
and availability of the supporting data, an emissions inventory at a given airport can be evaluated at the three 
different levels of complexity, i.e. by Simple, Advanced or Sophisticated Approach by ICAO Doc 9889 (2011). 
Table 1 summarizes the data regarding aircraft/engines combinations, i.e. fleet mix that operated at the airport 
“Nikola Tesla” Belgrade on 1 February 2014, as well as the corresponding number of the LTO cycles (landing and 
take-off). Additional information in conjunction with emissions factors for five pollutant species for each of the 
listed aircraft, together with associated fuel flow rates, are obtained from the ICAO Engine Emissions Databank 
provided by EASA (2015). Costs of pollutants are based on defined values set by Thomson Reuters Point Carbon 
from June, 2013. This paper presents base values which were calculated using the average prices. EUROCONTROL 
(2013) recommended values are provided for CO2 and other emissions. For monitored year, obtained results are 
provided in table 1 (for example, 4.4 €/CO2 metric tons; 4.5 €/NOX kg, etc.).
Table 1. Aircraft engine emissions.
LTO Emissions factors/airplane (kg/LTO/aircraft) Fuel 
consumpti
on 
(kg/LTO/
aircraft)
Number 
of LTO 
cycles
Aircraft 
type
Engine type CO2 HC NOx CO SO2
A319 CFM56-5A5 1153.4 0.297 4.367 3.175 0.365 365 20
B737-300 CFM56-3-B1 1238.72 0.418 3.595 6.517 0.39 392 11
ATR72 PW127F 310 0.145 0.91 1.165 0.1 100 9
Embraer 
195
CF34-10E5 957.48 0.848 2.836 6.761 0.155 303 4
B737-800 CFM56-7B26 1393.56 0.361 6.149 3.533 0.44 441 2
Fokker 100 TAY Mk650-15 1194.48 0.717 2.875 6.921 0.38 378 1
A320 CFM56-5-A1 1216.6 0.285 4.506 3.093 0.385 385 9
Embraer 
175
CF34-8E5 761.56 0.018 2.222 2.065 0.155 241 1
Embraer 
190
CF34-10E5 957.48 0.848 2.836 6.761 0.155 303 2
Bombardier 
Q400
PW120 320 0 0.755 1.12 0.1 100 1
According to the Simple Approach, aircraft engine emissions can be estimated for all relevant emissions species 
(CO2, HC, NOx, CO and SO2) using the following methodology proposed by ICAO Doc 9889 (2011): for each 
aircraft type, the number of LTO cycles of that aircraft (over the assessment period) should be multiplied by the 
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corresponding emissions factor for each of the pollutant species and then the values for all the aircraft should be 
added for obtaining the amount of total emissions (in kg) for each pollutant, as it is shown in Eq. 1:
ܧ݉݅ݏݏ݅݋݊ ݋݂ ܵ݌݁ܿ݅݁ݏ (ܺ௜௡ ௞௚) = σ (ܰݑܾ݉݁ݎ ݋݂ ܮܱܶ ܿݕ݈ܿ݁ݏ)௢௙ ஺௜௥௖௥௔௙௧ ௒ × (ܧ݉݅ݏݏ݅݋݊ݏ ܨܽܿݐ݋ݎ)௙௢௥ ௌ௣௘௖௜௘௦ ௑஺௟௟ ஺௜௥௖௥௔௙௧ (1)
The results of applying the abovementioned equation to the considered case of airport “Nikola Tesla” Belgrade 
on a given day is presented in Fig. 3. This figure shows distribution of the emissions values for each of the pollutant 
species by aircraft type and the total values for each of the pollutant species emitted during one day operations at 
airport “Nikola Tesla” Belgrade, respectively. As it can be seen from this figure, engine emissions from aircraft 
Airbus A319 mostly influence the local air quality in the airport vicinity. However, this result was expected, bearing 
in mind the dominance of this aircraft type at the airport, which is also a novelty in the fleet of the national airline.
Fig. 3. Distribution of the LTO emissions factors by aircraft type.
According to data on emissions of pollutants by 27 different aircraft provided by Rypdal (2002) and taking into 
account the GWP of CH4 and N2O it could be concluded that their share in total costs of GHG emissions are less 
than 2.5%. For this reason, these species of GHG were not considered. Table 2 shows CO2 emission costs for 
different aircraft types.
           Table 2. CO2 emission costs for different aircraft types.
Aircraft type Engine type
Emission cost of CO2 for total
LTO for Feb 1st 2014 (EURO)
A319 CFM56-5A5 101.50
B737-300 CFM56-3-B1 59.95
ATR72 PW127F 12.28
Embraer 195 CF34-10E5 16.85
B737-800 CFM56-7B26 12.26
Fokker 100 TAY Mk650-15 5.26
A320 CFM56-5-A1 48.18
Embraer 175 CF34-8E5 3.35
Embraer 190 CF34-10E5 8.43
Bombardier Q400 PW120 1.41
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Analyzing the achieved daily traffic expressed in LTO cycles at airport “Nikola Tesla” Belgrade it could be 
noticed that the A319 aircraft are the largest source of CO2 emissions costs. The reasons are twofold: first, high level 
of LTO emission factor for CO2 and second, largest number of LTO cycles.
The part of emission of pollutants coming from airport activity other than coming from aircraft could be divided 
into two categories: exhaust emissions (ground support equipment, airside vehicles) and evaporative emissions 
(aircraft refueling and aircraft de-icing). Due to the complexity of activities which could generate additional 
emissions, this paper do not include emissions other than coming from aircraft engine, but for example table 3 
shows calculation for default emission factors representative of Zurich Airport for aircraft handling. 
Table 3. Example default emission factors representative of Zurich Airport for aircraft handling.
Pollutant Unit
Narrow body Aircraft
(single aisle fixed wing jet)
Wide body Aircraft
(double aisles fixed wing jet)
NOx kg/cycle 0.400 0.900
HC kg/cycle 0.040 0.070
CO kg/cycle 0.150 0.300
PM10 kg/cycle 0.025 0.055
CO2 kg/cycle 18 58
4. Future measures for minimizing the environmental pressures of air transport
EEA (2014) provides three reducing types to minimise the environmental pressures of long-distance transport. 
Avoid measures aiming to reduce the number of travels through regional planning and reducing number and 
longitude of travel. Shift measures aims to transfer traffic form air and road transport to more environmentally 
friendly modes. Improve measures aims to reduce emission of all transport modes by using advanced technologies, 
modern vehicles and cleaner fuels. 
%\ýDYNDHWDOHQYLURQPHQWDO WUHQGVLQDLU WUDQVSRUWSUHVHQWWKHHIIHFWLYHDQGHIILFLHQWSHUIRUPDQFHRI
the principal mission of the aviation industry which requires balancing of the numerous challenges, particularly 
regarding technical, economic and environmental issues, with safety always remaining of the paramount importance. 
Research provided by 0LURVDYOMHYLüet al. (2010b) defines that the increasing public awareness for future climate 
changing produces different measures for civil air transport sector pollution mitigation. Contemporary studies 
SURYLGHGE\ýRNRULORet al0LURVDYOMHYLüHWDOD0LURVDYOMHYLüet alDDQG0LURVDYOMHYLüet 
al. (2011b) are based on developing an air pollution model aiming pollution measuring and monitoring points based 
on real air traffic. ICAO (1993) deals with air traffic impact on environment through Annex 16, defining standards 
for different aircraft and engine types. There are two groups of regulations, first ICAO and national standards define 
limits for specific pollution source. ICAO standards and recommended practices refer to aircraft engine 
requirements related to pollutants emission. National standards define limits for “non-aircraft” pollution sources. 
Second group of regulations are national regulations referring to allowed pollutant quantity in local air. EASA 
(2015) recommendations deal with environmental certification of aircraft and related products, parts and appliances, 
as well as for certification of design and production organisations. All pollution reducing measures could be 
classified into four groups:  
x Regulatory measures (all law and rules required from authorities represent emission standards);
x Technical measures (changing polluters characteristics, vehicles or infrastructure changes);
x Operational measures (measures conducted by operator, airport or Air Transport Company);
x Economic measures (subventions and fees that depend on emitted pollution quantity).
When considering a measure of protection, all the positive and negative sides of these changes must be discussed. 
The technical feasibility is very important, i.e. that this technology has already been applied somewhere. Therefore it 
would be of high importance to further develop technology, or make tiny changes, as the economic justification 
needs to show that these investments will give the expected benefit prior to its implementation. Reducing emission 
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should be contribution to reduction in geographical area and benefits must be evaluated compared to air quality 
standards. Emission reducing measures could be conflicted with other measure types. The easier measure to reduce 
emissions for air transport operators is to implement some of existing flight procedures for take-off and landing 
whilst new technology implementation and fleet renewal require significant financial resources.
5. Conclusions
Despite the fact that long distance transport takes small part in total number of travels in Europe, long-distance 
transport accounts about three-quarters of total GHG emission from all transport. Types and pollutants amounts 
depend on transport mode. There is a plan for EU transport GHG emission to be reduced for 30% from 2008 level 
until 2030 and for 60% from level 1990 by 2050. Whether this is going to be achieved depends on multiple factors 
which define pollution level. Some of these factors related to air transport are fleet, average fleet/aircraft age, fuel 
quality, airport infrastructure options, technical achievements, system organization, local and meteorological 
characteristics. In addition, when considering a measure of protection, all the positive and negative sides of these 
changes must be discussed. The technical feasibility is very important, i.e. that this technology has already been 
applied somewhere. Therefore it would be of high importance to further develop technology, or make tiny changes, 
as the economic justification needs to show that these investments will give the expected benefit prior to its 
implementation. Aviation industry provides hudge efforts in alternative fuel implementation, but somethimes 
provided solutions increase aircraft operating costs as well as manufacturing costs of certain aircraft design. 
Therefore, new technological concepts could be expected from leading industries such are Airbus and Boeing, while 
in general, aviation community should be focused on implementation of variery of measures, both tehnical and 
administrative. Aviation industry is measured by 3% of total emissions in transport sector, but this influence could 
be much greater with forecasted traffic congestion on European airports and the fact that air transport is constantly 
growing in long and medium distance routes. As it is shown in the paper, reducing emission should be contribution 
to reduction in certain geographical area and benefits must be evaluated compared to air quality standards. When 
selecting apropriate measures, one should take into account the fact that emission reducing measures could be 
conflicted with other measure types especially with basic or advanced economical measure.
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